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INTRODUCTION

Verehrter "Laika"-Fahrer,

It is in your interest not to place this manual on the side, but you read through to become thoroughly familiar with it.

In 1957 the Soviet Union, showing great strength, ambition and perseverance launched the first being to orbit the earth into space. Today, we proudly remember that name by enabling you to traverse the globe, with your very own ‘Laika’. Your new car, with its distinguished name, shall forever be a faithful companion to you.

Within this manual contains instruction and information to help and advise you on any journey you may take. Containing operational instructions this manual will save you time, aggravation and money. However, should you need further expert advice, please visit our well-trained customer service organization. These can be found on along your route, by looking for the structures proudly flying the company name and logo,

Laika Automobilewerke wishes you a pleasant drive throughout all the fraternal socialist-state you may visit.

LAIKA AUTOMOBILWERKE
Deutsche Demokratische Republik
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Specifications

Registration Details
Registration Number :
Registration Location :
Registration Date :
Additional :

Engine
0 - 80 km/h :
Top Speed :

Fuel
Capacity :
KPL :
Mix Ration :

Condition :
Total Weight :
Basic Operation

Refueling
The fuel tank is located under the bonnet of the car. To refuel your Laika 601 Deluxe, simply pop the bonnet and add fuel directly to the tank.

Lubrication
Your Laika 601 Deluxe comes as standard with a 2-stroke engine. Thus, you should remember to mix appropriate levels of 2-stroke oil into the fuel mixture. This will ensure your engine is adequately lubricated.

Maintenance
It is important to keep close attention to each component under the hood. Neglected components may need repairing, if this is the case purchase a repair kit from any good petrol station or market, and use this kit on the degraded component to repair it.
Vehicle Handling

1. Input to turn left
2. Input to turn right
3. Input to accelerate
4. Input to brake / reverse
5. Use to sound horn

Important Note!
You must release the handbrake to enable drive mode, likewise the handbrake should be applied to exit drive mode. You cannot exit your Laika vehicle until the handbrake has been applied. Laika Automobilwerke cannot be held responsible for any damages incurred whilst engaging the handbrake when in motion.
1. Fuel Tank. Use petrol & oil instruments here
   A car without fuel cannot be driven.
2. Battery. Flat batteries appear burnt out.
   A car without a battery has restricted usage.
   A car without water is more prone to breaking down and
   cannot clean it’s windscreen during dry weather.

Important Note!
The Laika Automobile is a 2-stoke vehicle. This means that
2-stroke oil must be added to the petrol mixture each time it is
refueled. Failure to do so may result in a breakdown.
1. Use to adjust Sun Visor
2. Use to adjust Rear View Mirror
3. Fuel Dial
4. Speedometer
5. Use to toggle Head Lights
6. Use to toggle Hazard Lights
7. Use to toggle Heater (effects fuel consumption)
8. Use to Pop Bonnet
9. Use to toggle Window Wipers / Water Spray
10. Use to Toggle Handbrake
11. Ignition
12. Cigeratte Lighter
13. Clock
14. Radio
15. Glove Compartment (for storing documentation)
16. Use to open and close Windows
17. Use to Store Maps
Total Cargo Weight: .................
To change a punctured tyre, begin by placing the jack under the car at the highlighted locations.
With the jack placed under the car, twist the handle to raise the car(fig 7.1). The tyre iron will now be placed into your hands,

With tyre iron in hands, target the central bolt of the wheel and loosen (fig 7.2).
With the wheel bolt loosened, go ahead and drop the tyre iron. With hands free you may now remove and replace the wheel. Remember to tighten all bolts before attempting to drop the car jack.
Ensure you care for your Laika 601 Deluxe motor vehicle and, in turn, she will care for you. By using a simple bucket and sponge, you can wipe away any dirt or muck accumulated on your travels.

It is also important to keep water levels topped up in your water tank, which can be found under the hood of the car. The water tank provides the water used to clean your windshield, allowing you to see the road clearly while driving.
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